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About WorldMatch
WorldMatch is a pioneer online company, providing premium
gaming solutions to the most successful online casino operators
since 2000.
Based in Italy, the provider has been specialising in the design
and supply of online casino games over the last two decades in
order to offer state-of-the-art game products, tailored to meet
the operators’ objectives and players’ tastes and preferences.
WorldMatch’s offer features 200+ games: 160 slot machines
with 70 game engines, 30 table games, all the variants of
video poker, for desktop and mobile devices with a great
choice of configurations in terms of volatility, different features,
winning frequency and cross-platform jackpots.
To date the most important operators of the online gaming
industry across Europe have chosen WorldMatch’s games, which
have been implemented in hundreds of gambling sites.
The WorldMatch brand is internationally renowned and it is
associated with concepts like innovation, product quality and
customer-oriented service.
The company holds a strong position in the Italian market,
where it already numbers commercial agreements with all top
level operators.
In 2017 WorldMatch accomplished the DGOJ certification
process to release the games to the .ES regulated market.
As part of its branching out strategy, WorldMatch also undertook
the certification process with COLJUEGOS, the Colombian
regulator and it is currently exploring new target markets, such as
the Middle and Far East.
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*3D Farm HD

WM-009.B

aaaaaA

98,11%

24

*Diamond Croupier HD

WM-002.D

aaaAAA

94,09%

64

*3D Farm HD

WM-009.C

aaaaaA

94,92%

24

*Disco 80 HD

WM-007.A

aaAAAA

97,72%

65

*50's PinUp HD

WM-018.A

aaaAAA

96,11%

48

*Disco 80 HD

WM-007.B

aaaAAA

94,40%

65

*50's PinUp HD

WM-018.B

aaaAAA

92,82%

48

Disco Baby

WM-103.C

aaaAAA

95,40%

90

100 Jewels

WM-104.A

aaaaaA

96,17%

115

Dragons’ Queen

WM-019.A

aaaAAA

94,43%

93

GAME NAME

*All Fruits HD

WM-018.A

aaaAAA

96,11%

65

Dragon's Reels HD

WM-019.A

aaaaAA

94,43%

28

*All Fruits HD

WM-018.C

aaaAAA

92,82%

65

Driver

WM-105.A

aaaaAA

94,37%

100

Angeli e Demoni25 HD

WM-024.A

aaaAAA

94,43%

109

*Egyptian Wild HD

WM-044.A

aaAAAA

92,24%

18

*Aquarium HD

WM-001.A

aaaAAA

97,84%

55

*Egyptian Wild HD

WM-044.B

aaAAAA

96,11%

18

*Aquarium HD

WM-001.B

aaaAAA

94,09%

55

Elite Commandos HD

WM-010.B

aaaaaA

98,11%

61

Archibald Africa HD

WM-035.C

aaaaaa

94,37%

40

Fa Fa Spin

WM-105.A

aaaaaA

95,60%

10

Archibald Maya HD

WM-034.A

aaaaaA

94,85%

38

*Fantasy Island HD

WM-015.A

aaaaaA

97,49%

64

Archibald Orient HD

WM-036.A

aaaaAA

95,16%

41

*Fantasy Island HD

WM-015.B

aaaaaA

91,97%

64

*Arena de Toros HD

WM-045.A

aaaaAA

94,81%

64

Farm Adventures HD

WM-010.C

aaaaaA

98,11%

57

*Arena de Toros HD

WM-045.C

aaaaAA

97,56%

64

*Fight Night HD

WM-016.A

aaaaaA

96,57%

64

Atlantis

WM-103.A

aaaaAA

94,15%

94

*Fight Night HD

WM-016.B

aaaaaA

91,83%

64

B-Boy’s Street HD

WM-010.A

aaaaaA

98,11%

65

Fruits 4 Jackpot HD

WM-044.C

aaaaAA

92,85%

20

*Banana King HD

WM-044.A

aaaaaA

91,80%

31

*Fruits Dimension HD

WM-019.B

aaaAAA

98,10%

42

*Banana King HD

WM-044.B

aaaaaA

96,21%

31

*Fruits Dimension HD

WM-019.A

aaaAAA

94,43%

42

Bandit's Bounty HD

WM-042.A

aaAAAA

95,65%

36

Fruits Evolution HD

WM-004.C

aaaAAA

98,10%

26

*Bee Crazy HD

WM-017.A

aaaAAA

95,90%

65

*Gentleman Thief HD

WM-005.A

aaaAAA

98,10%

64

*Bee Crazy HD

WM-017.B

aaaaAA

94,19%

65

*Gentleman Thief HD

WM-005.B

aaaAAA

94,43%

64

Book of Pharaon HD

WM-037.A

aaaAAA

95,60%

59

Geronimo

WM-105.B

aaaaAA

94,22%

92

*Burlesque HD

WM-001.B

aaaAAA

97,84%

53

*Ghosts’ Night HD

WM-002.B

aaaAAA

97,55%

50

*Burlesque HD

WM-001.C

aaaAAA

94,09%

53

*Ghosts’ Night HD

WM-002.A

aaaAAA

94,11%

50

Carnival Bonus HD

WM-036.B

aaaAAA

95,16%

34

*Glamour Hills HD

WM-025.A

aaaAAA

97,55%

65

Casanova's Romance HD

WM-037.B

aaaAAA

95,60%

64

*Glamour Hills HD

WM-025.B

aaaAAA

94,11%

65

China Lóng HD

WM-035.A

aaaaAA

94,37%

21

Grande Joker

WM-103.D

aaaaaA

95,21%

103

*Circus Evolution HD

WM-045.A

aaaaAA

94,81%

16

*Golazo HD

WM-020.E

aaaAAA

94,09%

35

*Circus Evolution HD

WM-045.B

aaaaAA

97,56%

16

Golden Game

WM-104.A

aaAAAA

97,12%

108

Code Red HD

WM-019.A

aaaaAA

94,43%

64

*Go Wild HD

WM-020.A

aaaaAA

96,16%

27

*Country Life HD

WM-018.A

aaaAAA

96,11%

64

*Hercules HD

WM-014.B

aaaaAA

95,03%

64

*Country Life HD

WM-018.C

aaaAAA

92,82%

64

*Hercules HD

WM-014.A

aaaaAA

97,62%

64

*Cowboys Go West HD

WM-020.B

aaaAAA

97,84%

63

*Hollywood HD

WM-003.A

aaaAAA

97,55%

52

*Cowboys Go West HD

WM-020.C

aaaAAA

94,09%

63

*Hollywood HD

WM-003.D

aaaaAA

94,11%

52

*Crime Records HD

WM-017.A

aaaAAA

95,90%

51

*Horror Castle HD

WM-006.A

aaAAAA

97,76%

64

*Crime Records HD

WM-017.B

aaaaAA

94,19%

51

*Horror Castle HD

WM-006.D

aaaAAA

94,90%

64

Dante Hell HD

WM-035.B

aaaaAA

94,37%

43

Il Pollaio

WM-110.B

aaaaaa

98,07%

106

Dante Paradise HD

WM-034.B

aaaAAA

94,85%

46

Into The Woods HD

WM-005.B

aaaAAA

98,10%

54

Dante Purgatory HD

WM-036.C

aaaAAA

95,16%

44

Into The Woods HD

WM-005.C

aaaAAA

94,43%

54

*Diamond Croupier HD

WM-002.A

aaaAAA

97,84%

64

Just Hot HD

WM-031.A

aaaAAA

96,09%

114
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*King Tut's Chamber HD

GAME NAME

WM-029.D

aaAAAA

98,21%

58

SuperHeroes HD

GAME NAME

WM-046.B

aaaAAA

96,12%

23

*King Tut's Chamber HD

WM-029.A

aaaAAA

95,18%

58

*The Forbidden City HD

WM-015.A

aaaaaA

97,49%

64

Lady Glamour HD

WM-030.A

aaAAAA

96,11%

112

*The Forbidden City HD

WM-015.B

aaaaaA

91,97%

64

L’Arca

WM-103.D

aaaAAA

91,80%

102

*The Last Crusade HD

WM-007.C

aaAAAA

97,72%

60

LOT (Land Of Trolls)

WM-107.A

aaAAAA

98,00%

8

*The Last Crusade HD

WM-007.D

aaaAAA

94,40%

60

*Love Lab HD

WM-003.B

aaaAAA

97,55%

65

*The Pinguizz HD

WM-048.B

aaaaaA

91,80%

33

*Love Lab HD

WM-003.D

aaaAAA

94,11%

65

*The Pinguizz HD

WM-048.D

aaaaaA

96,21%

33

Magic Frog

WM-105.B

aaaaAA

94,22%

96

*The Pirates Tavern HD

WM-011.C

aaAAAA

97,01%

62

*Magic Quest HD

WM-003.C

aaaAAA

98,48%

65

*The Pirates Tavern HD

WM-011.A

aaAAAA

94,70%

62

*Magic Quest HD

WM-003.B

aaaAAA

94,95%

65

*Uga Age HD

WM-048.D

aaaaaA

91,62%

30

*Maximum HD

WM-021.D

aaaAAA

98,48%

49

*Uga Age HD

WM-048.A

aaaaaA

95,98%

30

Matryona Spin

WM-110.A

aaaaAA

97,50%

11

Vampire Killer HD

WM-011.D

aaAAAA

97,01%

56

*Maximum HD

WM-021.C

aaaAAA

94,95%

49

*Viking Legend HD

WM-013.A

aaAAAA

94,70%

65

Mexican Cook HD

WM-011.A

aaAAAA

97,01%

65

*Viking Legend HD

WM-013.B

aaAAAA

97,01%

65

*Monkeys Vs Sharks HD

WM-004.A

aaaAAA

98,48%

64

*Xcalibur HD

WM-012.B

aaaaAA

97,62%

113

*Monkeys Vs Sharks HD

WM-004.E

aaaAAA

94,95%

64

*Xcalibur HD

WM-012.A

aaaaAA

95,03%

113

Monte Carlo Jewels HD

WM-042.C

aaaAAA

96,20%

32

*Zen Blade HD

WM-019.C

aaaaAA

98,10%

65

*Mr Money Maker HD

WM-048.A

aaaaaA

91,80%

65

*Zen Blade HD

WM-019.E

aaaaAA

94,43%

65

*Mr Money Maker HD

WM-048.C

aaaaaA

96,21%

65

Zombie Lab

WM-037.A

aaaAAA

95,60%

97

*Mythos HD

WM-017.A

aaaAAA

95,90%

64

*Mythos HD

WM-017.B

aaaaAA

94,19%

64

Need For Spin HD

WM-049.A

aaaAAA

94,38%

22

Night Vampire HD

WM-049.B

aaaaaA

96,02%

107

*NYC Real Estate HD

WM-006.B

aaAAAA

97,76%

64

*NYC Real Estate HD

WM-006.C

aaaAAA

94,90%

64

*Polar Adventure HD

WM-008.A

aaAAAA

98,21%

65

*Polar Adventure HD

WM-008.B

aaaAAA

95,18%

65

Prestige

WM-103.E

aaaaaA

95,52%

101

Rainbow HD

WM-036.D

aaaAAA

95,16%

47

*Re-Wild

WM-101.A

aaaAAA

94,87%

13

Robotika HD

WM-050.A

aaaaaA

94,92%

14

*Scary Fruits HD

WM-047.B

aaaaAA

94,81%

17

*Scary Fruits HD

WM-047.C

aaaaAA

97,56%

17

Secret Of Sphinx

WM-103.C

aaaAAA

95,40%

95

*Slot Cup

WM-102.A

aaaaAA

94,48%

12

Space Blast

WM-103.A

aaaaAA

94,15%

88

Space Monsters HD

WM-010.D

aaaaaA

98,11%

64

*Striking Viking HD

WM-016.A

aaaaaA

96,57%

64

*Striking Viking HD

WM-016.B

aaaaaA

91,83%

64

*SugaRush HD

WM-011.B

aaAAAA

97,01%

65

Sultan

WM-104.A

aaaaAA

94,89%

91

Volatility
Low: aAAAAA
*2 RTPs available

High: aaaaaa

Game features
BG
BL
Bx
BT
CW
CJ
CLW
CWRS
DJ
EJ
FG
FS
JP
MR
MJ
RL
RS
SB
SS
STJ
STS
STKJ
SW
2W
Jx
Wx

Bonus Game
Bet Lines
Bet Multiplier
Booster
Column Win
Cloning Wild
Cluster Win
Cascade Win Respin
Double Wild Column
Expanding Wild
Free Spin Game
Free Spin
Jackpot
Matching Reels
Magic Wild
Reel Layout
Respin
Symbol Blast
Symbol Surprise
Stacked Wild
Stacked Symbol
Sticky Wild
Scatter Winnings
Bidirectional
Wild Multiplier
Win Multiplier

step up your game

8

Welcome to LOT, the Land Of Trolls, yes! At last the Trolls
are back in town. They are small and happy creatures,
ready to entertain you, singing and dancing night and
day.
Trolls are never alone, they bring with them wonderful
magic shining stones.
Enjoy this 6-reel and 6-row slot machine with stunning
features like Cluster win, Re-Spins, and Bonus Game.
Help the Trolls collect the magic shining stones, group
them together and collect them before it’s too late.
Game features:
RL: 6x6 | JP

|

FS

|

BG

|

CLW

|

RS

9

WORLDMATCH

LOT: Land Of Trolls

Fa Fa Spin
Maneki Neko is wishing you all the fortune, along with
sycee the golden ingot and tons of sticky wild golden
koi. If you still think this not enough, we are give you a
5X4 slot machine with 1024 way to win and free respin
to offer you a second winning chance.
Game features:
RL: 5x4 | BL: 1024 | JP | BG | CWRS | STKJ

10

WORLDMATCH

Matryona Spin HD
Inspired by the most colourful matryoshka dolls,
Matryona Spin HD slot boasts an original 3×4 layout,
many innovative features and a very engaging gameplay.
The 3D spin effect adds excitement to the game: each
half symbol rotates around itself and if it combines with
matching half, the doll opens up to reveal another doll,
according to the Russian tradition, and the reels respin.
On top of all that, Matryona Spin HD is equipped with
Free Spin Game and an original multiplier that boosts
player’s winnings.
Game features:
RL: 3x4 | FG

|

JP

|

RS

|

Wx

|

SW
11

Slot Cup HD
The 21st FIFA World Cup is one of the biggest event
taking place in 2018 and Slot Cup HD is meant to
celebrate it to the delight of all soccer lovers.
Slot Cup HD is a fast to play slot machine that conveys
both a feeling of winnings’ immediacy and a suspenseful
tone.
The Matching Reels feature, with identical, adjacent
reels that are linked together, boosts the chances to get
winning lines each time it occurs!
Game features:
RL: 5x3 | BL: 15

12

|

JP

|

MR

|

FS

|

STJ

WORLDMATCH

Re-Wild HD
Re-Wild’s 5x3 layout recalls of the most classical theme
of slot machines and traditional symbols, which have yet
been modernized and launched into outer space.
This slot awards players with a worthy Respin feature:
when Wild symbol occurs, the symbol expands and
keeps still there during the following Respin that starts
straight afterwards and provides players with new
chances of winning!
Game features:
RL: 5x3 | BL: 10

|

JP

|

RS

|

STKJ

|

Jx

13

14

Welcome to the world of robots! Inspired by the most
popular science fiction stories, Robotika HD is a 5-reel,
3-row Slot made especially for the lovers of robotics and
the most futuristic scenario.
Robotika HD boasts five Stacked Symbols drawn with
great attention to detail and shiny colours, which enrich
the game graphics and above all boost the chances of
winning.
Additional features, such as Free Spin, Wild and Bonus
Game further enhance the gameplay.
Game features:
RL: 5x3 | BL: 15

|

CW

|

FS

|

BG

|

STS

15
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Robotika HD

Circus Evolution HD
Behold ladies and gentlemen, boys and girls children
of all ages... The Circus is in town! Don’t be afraid to
step right up! The unpredictability of the clowns, the
enormity of the elephants, the roar of the big cats, the
dizzying height of the big-top peak from which the
trapeze hangs: it’s the greatest show you’ve ever seen!
Circus Evolution HD is a very funny, explosive 5-reel,
3-row Slot full colours and great chance to scoop huge
winnings! Free Spin, Wild and Bonus Game bring the
game experience to the next level of fun!
Game features:
RL: 5x3 |
BL: 20
16

|

JP

|

BG

|

FS

WORLDMATCH

Scary Fruits HD
Scary Fruits HD is a thrilling 5-reel, 3-row Slot that
captures the player’s attention with its funny characters
and the detailed graphics with vivid colours. The slot
is jam-packed with lots of special features, including
the Free Spin and a great Stacked Wild and it gives the
players the chance to scoop huge Jackpot winnings.
The Bonus Game gives the ultimate thrill with its five
different rounds that rewards the players with big
winnings and adds new emotions at each spin.

Games Farm, Scary Fruits and the Games Farm logo are trademarks, or registered trademarks of Games Farm.

Game features:
RL: 5x3 | BL: 20

|

JP

|

FS

|

ST

|

BG

17

18

An extraordinary adventure into the mysterious ancient
Egypt that gives the players the chance to win two
different Jackpot prizes, thanks to five Wild symbols with
as many multipliers.
Egyptian Wild HD boasts a 5x5 reel layout with a special
reel in the middle, which reveals a different Wild symbol
at each spin, boosting the excitement and fun.
Game features:
RL: 5x5 | BL: 15

|

JPx2

|

Jx

|

BG

19

WORLDMATCH

Egyptian Wild HD

Fruits 4 Jackpot HD
Fruits have never been so tempting!
The most popular theme for Slots now becomes also the
richest, because Fruits 4 Jackpot HD gives the players
the chance to compete for four different Jackpots!
Graphics are very well made, but essential and sounds
are simple and pleasant, in order to boost the game
speed and maximize the players’ chance to win the
jackpot.
Game features:
RL: 5x3
|

20

BL:

25

|

JPx4

|

FS

WORLDMATCH

China Lóng HD
Chinese dragons are legendary creatures in Chinese
mythology that are traditionally known as auspicious for
power, strength and good luck for people.
China Lóng HD Slot, thanks to the 3D symbols and their
involving animations, captivates the players, who really
feel the mystery and the thrill of this ancient culture and
cannot stop spinning.
Game features:
RL: 5x3
|
BL: 25

|

JP

|

FS

|

BG

21

Need for Spin HD
Need for Spin HD is an engaging 5-reel, 3-row Slot with
a very innovative speedometer that switches on at the
end of each spin and works as a Bet Multiplier.
And if the speed is not high enough, the Bonus Game
allows the player to engage in the craziest car race,
tuning the car with new features and additional power
at each new round.
Game features:
RL: 5x3 | BL: 25

22

|

JP

|

FS

|

WDx

|

BG

WORLDMATCH

Super Heroes Slot HD
A 5x4 reel layout with brilliant and vivid graphics in a
very funny comics style: Super Heroes HD Slot has all
what’s needed to make the players truly fall in love with
the game, including an engaging Bonus Game, which
rewards them with additional prizes.
Game features:
RL: 5x4
|
BL: 25

|

JP

|

FS

|

BG

23

24

A very popular theme revisited in the truly funny style of
the comics’ characters and made even more appealing
by the stunning 3D graphics.
A four-eyed rooster, a cute chicken, a very sly fox and all
the cutest animals of the farm joined in the barnyard to
have fun together!
The player will discover with them how funny this Slot,
plenty of innovative features, can be.
Game features:
RL: 5x3 | BL: 20 | JP | FS | BG | SW | 3D

25

WORLDMATCH

3D Farm HD

Fruits Evolution HD
One of the most popular themes for Slot Machine
reaches the highest level of fun with Fruits Evolution
HD that refreshes a classical setting, thanks to vey shiny
symbols, plus juicy and tempting fruits.
This Slot is equipped with an amusing Bonus Game that
brings fun to the next level.
Game features:
RL: 5x3 | BL: 25

26

|

JP

|

FS

|

BG

|

SW

WORLDMATCH

Go Wild HD
Are you ready to go crazy with Go Wild HD?
This new Multi-line Slot, set in the forest of Tarzan
enchants the players with very detailed graphics,
vivid colours and themed sounds, which enhance this
adventurous game experience.
Game features:
RL: 5x3 | BL: 15 | JP | FS | BG | SW | STJ

27

28

WORLDMATCH

Dragon’s Reels HD
The dragon’s lair hides the most amazing treasure ever
discovered, but in order to lay hands on them the valiant
warrior must first defeat the ferocious beast who
guards it!
Players will experience all the thrill of the ultimate battle
to defeat the invincible dragon thanks to the perfect
mix of 3D animations, sound and music. The game
experience is made even more rewarding by innovative
features that characterize this slot, making it unique.
Game features:
RL: 5x3 | BL: 25 | JP | FS | BG | SW | SB

29

Uga Age HD
Set in the funniest prehistoric surroundings, Uga Age HD
Multi-line Slot boasts a lot of very amusing characters,
such as the clumsy and funny dinosaurs and the weirdest
primitives.
And the Rock Spinning Bonus Game, a prehistoric
version of a Wheel of Fortune perfectly matching the
settings of the game, rewards the players at every spin.
Game features:
RL: 5x3
|
BL: 25

30

|

JP

|

FS

|

BG

WORLDMATCH

Banana King HD
The chimpanzees applaud their King: in the Banana
Forest the Banana King will never disregard the players.
With Banana King HD the fun is indeed guarantee,
thanks to all the most amusing features, its brilliant and
bright graphics, involving sounds that highlight the
most salient moments of the game, so enriching the
game experience.
Game features:
RL: 5x3
|
BL: 25

|

JP

|

FS

|

BG

31

Monte Carlo Jewels HD
Precious stones, gold bars and tons of shiny jewels will
make the player’s head spin: Monte Carlo Jewels HD is
the most luxurious of all the slots with this theme.
Players who love splendour and like indulging in
ostentation will not be able to resist this Slot.
The Bonus Game gives an additional thrill to the reels
lovers: by spinning a new single line Slot they will collect
symbols and form a new winning combination.
Game features:
RL: 5x5 | BL: 20
32

|

JP

|

FS

|

BG

|

SW

WORLDMATCH

The Pinguizz HD
Welcome to the world of the crazy Pinguizz family!
The all-loving mother penguin and father penguin take
care of their children, but those little rascals are really too
lively!
Enjoy The Pinguizz HD, a 5-reel, 3-row Slot set in the
South Pole, packed with amusing features and an
involving Bonus Game: the funniest diving competition
amongst the penguins who jump from the top of the
icebergs with stunning manoeuvres!
Game features:
RL: 5x3 | BL: 25

|

JP

|

FS

|

MJ

|

BG

33

Carnival Bonus HD
Players cannot resist the spirit of the Venice Carnival and
will surrender to the magical atmosphere of the most
romantic, mysterious and fascinating city of the entire
World.
Carnival Bonus HD recreates this wonderful scenario
thanks to brilliant graphics and rewards the players with
high winnings. On the top of all this, the Bonus Games
gives the chance to win additional rewarding prizes.
Game features:
RL: 5x3 | BL: 25

34

|

JP

|

FS

|

BG

|

SW

WORLDMATCH

Golazo HD
With Golazo!, the HD Slot dedicated to the World Cup,
the players can experience all the thrill of an international
football match at its highest level!
This Slot is equipped also with a funny Bonus Game: the
player kicks the ball from the spot and if he manages to
fool the goalkeeper, there will be different amounts up
for grabs depending on where the ball enters the net.
Game features:
RL: 5x3
|
BL: 25

|

JP

|

FS

|

SW

35

36

The bounty hunt has started and all the players will chase
the bandits until they succeed and catch the reward!
Bandit’s Bounty HD is the ultimate breathtaking Slot,
thanks to a perfectly balanced mix of 3D animations and
stunning HD graphics, plus a background music that is
every bit as good as the most popular soundtracks of
the Spaghetti Western movies!
Game features:
RL: 5x3 | BL: 20

|

JP

|

FS

|

BG

|

SW

37
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Bandit’s Bounty HD

38

WORLDMATCH

Archibald Mayan Ruins HD
The Mayan pyramids are a fascinating and mysterious
place, full of dangers but also of astonishing
treasures!
Archibald, the bravest and funniest explorer ever existed
will lead the player in the search for the legendary Mayan
gold!
This stunning 3D multi-line slot machine with detailed
and realistic graphics, themed music and striking sound
effects offers a very involving game experience that is
doomed to win over thousands of players.
Game features:
RL: 5x3 | BL: 50 | JP | FG | BG | Jx | SW | SS | 3D
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Archibald Discovering Africa HD
Archibald The Explorer has left for Africa to explore its
majestic landscapes and luxuriant nature! Will he be so
smart to survive its jungle, the endless desert and all the
very ferocious inhabitants of these stunning places? The
player will discover it only by spinning the reels of this
striking 3D multi-line slot machine.
Game features:
RL: 5x3 | BL: 50 | JP | FS | BG | SW | SB | WDx | Jx
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Archibald Oriental Tales HD
Archibald Oriental Tales HD brings Archibald to the
adventure into the mysterious Asiatic continent,
where he’ll climb the highest mountains to reach the
more solitary retreats, get in touch with his deepest
spirituality... and maybe find some huge treasure! A
stunning 3D multi-line slot machine equipped with
striking features to involve all the players in an exciting
game experience!
Game features:
RL: 5x3 | BL: 50 | JP | FG | BG | SW | SS
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Fruits Dimension HD
Fruits and Slots: a classic revised to give the player a
beautiful remake of a classic Slot.
Animations, bright colours and attention to details are
the strengths of this slot that will become the spearhead
of many operators of the gambling industry.
Game features:
RL: 5x3 |
BL: 25
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Dante’s Hell HD
Dante’s Hell HD is an impressive Slot that takes inspiration
from the most popular journey into the bowels of Hell!
Dante will help the player to find the way out through
the flames and to collect extraordinary winnings.
An involving and thrilling game experience conveyed
to the players by the realistic graphics, 3D animations,
themed music and great sound effects.
Game features:
RL: 5x3 | BL: 25 | JP | FS | BG | Jx | SW | MJ
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The second stage of Dante’s journey is the mountain
of Purgatory: a mysterious place inhabited by the souls
who must atone for their sins, with the hope that one
day they will be granted the access to Heaven.
3D animations, attractive graphics together with
stunning sounds grant the player a great game
experience in a unique Multi-line Slot that also offers
may chances of winning.
Game features:
RL: 5x3 | BL: 25 | JP | FG | BG | SW | SS
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Dante’s Purgatory HD

Dante’s Paradise HD
The access to Heaven is granted only to the purest
souls but once you are there the rewards are huge!
The final stage of Dante’s journey is full of opportunity
for big winnings and the native HD graphics in 3D
of this unique Multi-line Slot offers the player the
funniest game experience.
Game features:
RL: 5x3 | BL: 25 | JP | FG | BG | Jx | SW | MJ
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Rainbow HD
The legend says that at the end of a rainbow you’ll find
a pot full of gold: players will discover if this is true, while
they have a lot of fun with Rainbow HD.
This Multi-line Slot is crowded with nice small insects
and perfumed flowers that reward players with more
winnings also in the additional Bonus Game.
Game features:
RL: 5x3
|
BL: 20

|

JP

|

FS

|

BG
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50’S Pin Up HD
A drop of perfume, a touch of lipstick and stunning high
heels to complete the look: the 50’s Pin-Up HD is ready
to win the heart of the player and never let him go...at
least until she receives a huge shining solitaire! No player
will resist the charm of this sexy, engaging and utterly
funny Multi-Line Slot.
Game features:
RL: 5x3
|
BL: 25
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Maximum HD
With Maximum HD multi line slot the players will feel
the excitement and adrenaline of the ancient Roman
gladiators from the comfort of their home!
Thanks to Maximum HD multi line slot players will
experience strong emotions and relentless adrenaline
rush within a unique gaming experience, with a strikingly
realistic graphics!
Game features:
RL: 5x3 |
BL: 25

|

JP

|

FS

| BG
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Ghosts’ Night HD
In the darkness of the night, fearsome creatures roam
amongst the cemetery’s graves: the witch stirs the
potion surrounded by ghosts, the vampires come out
of the tombs and the werewolves howl at the moon!
Thanks to the highly realistic three-dimensional graphics
of Ghosts’ Night HD multi-line slot, which recreate the
eerie atmosphere of the horror movies, the players will
be glued to the chair and will never distract the attention
from the screen!
Game features:
RL: 5x3 |
BL: 25
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Crime Records HD
Another violent crime was committed in the suburbs
and the Crime Records Squad is already in place to
detect fingerprints and gather all the evidences left at
the crime scene. The murderer doesn’t have a minute to
lose because the Crime Records Squad is already on his
trail. The Multi-line Slot Crime Records HD involves the
players in a thrilling 3D killer hunt!
Game features:
RL: 5x3 |
BL: 25

|

JP

|

FG

| 3D
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Hollywood Film HD
Action! Take 1! Players will enjoy the glittering world
of Hollywood Film HD, the Multiline Slot that gives the
players the chance to taste the fame and success of
Hollywood movie stars.
Game features:
RL: 5x3 |
BL: 25
52
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Burlesque HD
The girls of the burlesque show will entertain the
players with sensual moves and pirouettes, their soft
way of singing and sensual dancing in a show without
precedent.
All the players will be charmed by this enchanting art!
Game features:
RL: 5x3 |
BL: 25

|

JP

|

FS

| BG
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Into The Woods HD
The goal to be achieved is the legendary golden nut!
Players will jump in the amazing world of Into the Woods
HD and help the two squirrels Winny & Daisy to find this
mouth-watering treasure! The involving 3D graphics
of this 5-reel multi-line slot reproduce an enchanting
forest, full of bright colours and fun.
Game features:
RL: 5x3 |
BL: 25
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Aquarium HD
A Multi-Line slot dedicated to the stunning beautifulness
of the sea world and to its lively fishes and sea creatures,
which will involve the players into exotic and colourful
adventures.
Game features:
RL: 5x3 |
BL:

25

|

JP

|

BG
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Vampire Killer HD
A Multiline Slot inspired by the popular legend of the
Count Vlad, recreating the dark and frightful atmosphere
of the most famous gothic novels and presenting all the
typical characters, from the Vampire to the vampire’s
hunters.
Game features:
RL: 5x3 |
BL:
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Farm Adventures HD
A Multi-line Slot dedicated to the lovers of the country
life, who dream to become the most enthusiastic
amongst all the farmers. Funny and lively characters that
inhabit this Slot have been created in high definition
graphics, so to look even more nice and likeable.
Game features:
RL: 5x3 |
BL:

20

|

JP

|

FS
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King Tut’s Chamber HD
King Tut’s Chamber HD is the Multiline 2D Slot dedicated
to the fantastic world of the Ancient Egypt.
The players will experience a new and exciting gaming
experience, being fascinated by the culture and the
symbolism of this incredible ancient civilization.
Game features:
RL: 5x3 |
BL:
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Book Of Pharaon HD
Book of Pharaon HD awakens the ancient mysteries
and majesties of Egypt. This all-new Multi-Lines Slot
Machine with HD graphics and themed sounds will take
the players on an adventure through this ancient world.
Players will enter the action packed feature and unveil
the long lost treasures of the pharaon.
Game features:
RL: 5x3 |
BL: 50

|

JP

|

FG

|
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The Last Crusade HD
The players will wear the shoes of the brave crusaders
with this exceptionally designed Multi-line Slot that
recreates a fascinating and controversial historical
period, captures the players and gets them involved into
new thrilling adventures.
Game features:
RL: 5x3 |
BL:
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Elite Commandos HD
The excellence of all the military commandos are
fighting to free the country from dictatorship: thanks to
the three-dimensional graphics and involving sounds
this brand new HD Multi-line slot recreates the most
realistic and encompassing war scenario.
Game features:
RL: 5x3 |
BL: 25
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The Pirates Tavern HD
Players will stop by the Tavern and try the host’s special:
the hot buttered rum will give them the guts to face the
buccaneers and even their phantoms!
The stunning high definition graphics of this Multiline slot lends a ghostliness atmosphere to the game
area, involving the players in a scary, but rewarding
experience.
Game features:
RL: 5x3 |
BL:
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Cowboys Go West HD
Players will experience the dusty atmosphere of an old
saloon in this Far West-inspired Multil-Line slot!
With Cowboys Go West HD the players will be drawn into
fantastic adventures, full of unexpected and irresistible
emotions!
Game features:
RL: 5x3 |
BL: 15

|

JP

|
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|
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Fantasy Island HD
RL: 5x3 | BL: 15 | JP | FS | BG

Fight Night HD
RL: 5x3 | BL: 25 | JP | FG | BG

The Forbidden City HD
RL: 5x3 | BL: 15 | JP | FS | BG

Striking Viking HD
RL: 5x3 | BL: 25 | JP | FG | BG

Mythos HD
RL: 5x3 | BL: 25 | JP | FG

Country Life HD
RL: 5x3 | BL: 25 | JP | FG | SW | Bx

Gentleman Thief HD
RL: 5x3 | BL: 25 | JP | FS | BG

NYC Real Estate HD
RL: 5x3 | BL: 25 | JP | FS

Horror Castle HD
RL: 5x3 | BL: 25 | JP | FS

Monkeys vs Sharks HD
RL: 5x3 | BL: 25 | JP | FS | BG

Diamond Croupier HD
RL: 5x3 | BL: 25 | JP | FS | BG

Space Monsters HD
RL: 5x3 | BL: 20 | JP | FS | BG

Arena de Toros HD
RL: 5x3 | BL: 25 | JP | FS | BG

Casanova’s Romance HD
RL: 5x3 | BL: 25 | JP | FS | BG

Hercules HD
RL: 5x3 | BL: 20 | JP | FS | BG

WORLDMATCH
Mr Moneymaker HD
RL: 5x3 | BL: 20 | JP | FS | BG

Zen Blade HD
RL: 5x3 | BL: 25 | JP | FS |

Sugar Rush HD
RL: 5x3 | BL: 15 | JP | FS

Polar Adventure HD
RL: 5x3 | BL: 25 | JP | FS

Disco 80 HD
RL: 5x3 | BL: 25 | JP | FS

Bee Crazy HD
RL: 5x3 | BL: 25 | JP | FG

Magic Quest HD
RL: 5x3 | BL: 25 | JP | FS | BG

Glamour Hills HD
RL: 5x3 | BL: 25 | JP | FS | BG

Love Lab HD
RL: 5x3 | BL: 25 | JP | FS | BG

Mexican Cook HD
RL: 5x3 | BL: 15 | JP | FS

B-Boy’s Street HD
RL: 5x3 | BL: 20 | JP | FS | BG

All Fruits HD
RL: 5x3 | BL: 25 | JP | FS | Bx

Viking Legend HD
RL: 5x3 | BL: 20 | JP | FS | BG

¡Pela el Reno!
RL: 5x3 | BL: 25 | JP | FS
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Roulette HD
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There is nothing like the thrill of a Roulette game and
WorldMatch developed a ground-breaking idea to
keep the player’s attention always high: cutting-edge
graphics and amazing ergonomics. Visibility is at its best:
no-compromise in graphics for a perfect view of the
table and gaming info.
Roulette HD is available in three different game types:
Fair Roulette (or European), American and French, to
match all your needs and expectations and give you the
excitement of a real Casino. Each variant is available in
three settings: Standard, Pro and Privée, according to
minimum and maximum bets set by the Operator.

WORLDMATCH

The player can choose between a simplified game
mode, with an essential and intuitive interface, or an
advanced mode, with more functions and information.

The users simply click on the Extra button to program
repeated bets, save their favourite bets and access the
advanced and interactive game statistics.

History
WorldMatch’s Roulette comes with a visual History function: an easily accessible and intuitive option that displays the requested game-hand on video, with fully
detailed list of bets, winnings and losses and corresponding date and time.
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Jackpot that can be achieved with the following
combination: Ace and Jack of Spades (the real Black Jack).
The extremely realistic high-detail graphics guarantee a
fun and exciting gaming experience.
Black Jack HD is available in three settings: Standard,
Pro and Privée, according to minimum and maximum
bets set by the Operator.

History

WorldMatch’s Black Jack HD includes the visual History
function: an easily accessible and intuitive option that
displays the requested game-hand on video, with
fully detailed list of bets, winnings and losses and
corresponding date and time.

Black Jack HD
Black Jack HD is probably the most beautiful Casino
Game, perfect for those who love adrenaline and have
a strategic mind. WorldMatch’s Black Jack can be fully
configured by the Operator with different bet levels, to
satisfy all kind of players and give them unique emotions.
Five betting zones, Double, Insurance and Split to
experience the excitement of a real Casino without
leaving home.
WorldMatch also enhanced its Black Jack with a special
68
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History
WorldMatch’s Black Jackpot HD includes the visual
History function: an easily accessible and intuitive
option that displays the requested game-hand on video,
with fully detailed list of bets, winnings and losses and
corresponding date and time.

Black Jackpot HD
WorldMatch has created Black Jackpot HD, a brand new
version of Black Jack with new winning combinations
that gives the players the chance to play three hands,
instead of five.
This new game comes with Double, Insurance and Split
modes: the most advanced features to make the player
feel all the true emotions of sitting at a real Casino table.
Black Jackpot is available in three settings: Standard,
Pro and Privée, according to minimum and maximum
bets set by the Operator.
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History
WorldMatch’s Punto Banco HD includes the visual
History function: an easily accessible and intuitive
option that displays the requested game-hand on video,
with fully detailed list of bets, winnings and losses and
corresponding date and time.

Punto Banco HD
Punto Banco HD was created in the Middle Ages, but it’s
still a very popular game. WorldMatch’s version of this
classic game catches its spirit in full, enhancing it with
exciting and detailed graphics.
Punto Banco is available in three settings: Standard, Pro
and Privée, according to minimum and maximum bets
set by the Operator.
70
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Punto Banco Batticuore HD
Punto Banco Batticuore HD is a variant of Punto Banco
and it is available in several versions offering various
combinations of chip values and table limits: Standard,
Pro and Privée, according to minimum and maximum
bets set by the Operator.

History
WorldMatch’s Punto Banco Batticuore HD includes the
visual History function: an easily accessible and intuitive
option that displays the requested game-hand on video,
with fully detailed list of bets, winnings and losses and
corresponding date and time.
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Craps HD
Craps HD is a totally worthwhile classically styled game,
which has become very popular with online gamblers.
The game involves predicting what numbers will be
rolled on a pair of dice.

This game has an extra oomph because it is the online
edition that most of all comes close to the offline version
of the game, offering all the Bet Types, so involving the
player in the real casino experience. On the top of that,
WorldMatch’s Craps offers the player an attractive Field
Bet, because if 2, or 12 are rolled the player wins 3 to 1.
The game is equipped with the Dice History, an
additional visual history feature, which is displayed next
to the Game Area and it is always visible, in order to give
the player a quick recap of all his last bets.
Craps HD is available in three variants: Standard, Pro
and Privée, which differ depending on the minimum
and maximum bet limits set by the Operator.
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Golden Flash HD
Golden Flash HD is an innovative Table Game born from
the perfect synthesis between the game dynamics of the
Roulette and a Slot Machine, which offers the players a
very immersive gaming experience, without sacrificing
usability and the immediacy of result.
With Golden Flash the player plays directly against the
Dealer, forecasts on 5 numbers drawn in 5 “boules” or
wheels.

Each boule displays the 37 numbers (from 0 to 36) of the
French Roulette and winnings are paid according to the
paytable, taking into consideration the drawn number
and those in the proximity in the same wheel (i.e. the 2
numbers that precede and the 2 that follow the drawn
number).
HISTORY
WorldMatch’s Golden Flash HD includes the visual
History function: an easily accessible and intuitive
option that displays the requested game-hand on video,
with fully detailed list of bets, winnings and losses and
corresponding date and time.
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3 Bets Poker HD
3 Bets Poker HD is a variation of 5-card stud poker.
The objective of the game is to collect any winning 5card poker hand, containing at least a pair of tens, from
three cards dealt to a player and two community cards
dealt to the dealer.
The Bonus Bet added feature provides to the player
extra chances of winning, thanks to the additional
winning combinations of the Bonus Bet Paytable, thus
enhancing the thrill of each hand.
3 Bets Poker HD is available in three variants: Standard,
Pro and Privée, which differ depending on the minimum
and maximum bet limits set by the operator.

History
WorldMatch’s 3 Bets Poker HD includes the visual History
function: an easily accessible and intuitive option that
displays the requested game-hand on video, with
fully detailed list of bets, winnings and losses and
corresponding date and time.
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Casino Hold’em HD
Casino Hold’em HD is a variation of Poker Texas Hold’em,
but unlike the latter it is played against the house, rather
than against other players.
The AA Bonus added feature provides to the player a
higher frequency of winning, thanks to the large number
of possible combinations thus enhancing the thrill of
each hand.
Casino Hold’em HD is available in three settings:
Standard, Pro and Privée, according to minimum and
maximum bets set by the Licensee.

History
Casino Hold’em HD includes the visual History function:
an easily accessible and intuitive option that displays the
requested game-hand on video, with fully detailed list of
bets, winnings and losses and corresponding date and
time.
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Hi-Lo 3 Cards HD
Hi-Lo 3 Cards HD means the ideal mix of a simple game
dynamic, immediate winnings and a refined and elegant
3D graphics contextualization.
The player chooses on which of the three cards he wishes
to bet on and try to guess whether the next card will be
higher, or lower. Hi-Lo 3 cards HD is a progressive game
that allows the player to wager the full amount of the
winnings, again and again until he wishes.
Hi-Lo 3 HD cards HD is equipped with smart features,
such as the Switch, that allows the player to change all
cards with new ones with a simple click and Rebet, that
automatically re-bets the formerly wagered amount,
without the need to relocate the chips.

History
Hi-Lo 3 cards HD includes the visual History function: an
easily accessible and intuitive option that displays the
requested game-hand on video, with fully detailed list of
bets, winnings and losses and corresponding date and
time.
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Jacks Or Better HD

History

Jacks or Better HD, the king of Video Poker, will capture
the players with its simple yet detailed graphics, which
provide an easy and out-of-the-box gaming experience.
The ideal game for those Video Poker enthusiasts who
don’t need much details and are simply looking for real
time gaming and winning excitement.

All WorldMatch’s Video Pokers are equipped with the
visual History function: an easily accessible and intuitive
option that displays the requested game-hand on video,
with fully detailed list of bets, winnings and losses and
corresponding date and time.

Jacks or Better HD comes with Double mode (which
can be activated by the Operator), to give the players
the chance to double their winnings.
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Aces And Faces HD
A Rock’n’Roll atmosphere for the Aces & Faces HD
Video Poker. WorldMatch presents a game inspired by
the powerful strums, guitars and upbeat drums of a
breathtaking rock’n’roll show.
Aces & Faces HD comes with Double mode (which can
be activated by the Operator), to give the players the
chance to double their winnings.

History
All WorldMatch’s Video Pokers are equipped with the
visual History function: an easily accessible and intuitive
option that displays the requested game-hand on video,
with fully detailed list of bets, winnings and losses and
corresponding date and time.
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Joker Poker Aces HD
Joker Poker Aces HD is a Video Poker characterised by
elegant and stylish atmospheres, inspired by the most
exclusive Casinos worldwide.
Joker Poker Aces HD is more exciting than other Video
Poker, because of the Joker, that boosts the chances of
winning.
This Video Poker comes with Double mode (which can
be activated by the Operator), to give the players the
chance to double their winnings.

History
All WorldMatch’s Video Pokers are equipped with the
visual History function: an easily accessible and intuitive
option that displays the requested game-hand on video,
with fully detailed list of bets, winnings and losses and
corresponding date and time.
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Deuces Wild HD
Deuces Wild HD is a fascinating Video poker, with
eye-catching graphics that will take the player to the
adventurous and captivating atmosphere of the Far
West. To make it even more thrilling, players can choose
to play several hands at the same time (from 1 to 25).
This Video Poker comes with Double mode (which can
be activated by the Operator), to give the players the
chance to double their winnings.

History
All WorldMatch’s Video Pokers are equipped with the
visual History function: an easily accessible and intuitive
option that displays the requested game-hand on video,
with fully detailed list of bets, winnings and losses and
corresponding date and time.
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Mega Jack HD
Mega Jack HD implements Progressive Jackpot, a very
attracting feature that gives the player the opportunity
of higher winnings than other Video Pokers.
The glossy and glamorous graphics of this Video Poker
are finely designed and confer it a unique appeal.
This Video Poker comes with Double mode (which can
be activated by the Operator), to give the players the
chance to double their winnings.

History
All WorldMatch’s Video Pokers are equipped with the
visual History function: an easily accessible and intuitive
option that displays the requested game-hand on video,
with fully detailed list of bets, winnings and losses and
corresponding date and time.
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Double Joker Poker HD

History

Double Joker Poker HD is imbued with all the spirit of
the 70’: a colourful graphic that echoes the atmosphere
of Swinging London and of the hippie movement.

All WorldMatch’s Video Pokers are equipped with the
visual History function: an easily accessible and intuitive
option that displays the requested game-hand on video,
with fully detailed list of bets, winnings and losses and
corresponding date and time.

This Video Poker comes with Double mode (which can
be activated by the Operator), to give the players the
chance to double their winnings.
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Joker Poker Kings HD

History

Joker Poker Kings HD is characterised by the graphics
that recalls the “Noir” atmospheres and drags the players
into a mysterious, at times disquieting world.
It is the ideal video poker for the ones who love easy play
games without forgoing a well-defined contextualization,
a lot of style and an eccentric taste.

All WorldMatch’s Video Pokers are equipped with the
visual History function: an easily accessible and intuitive
option that displays the requested game-hand on video,
with fully detailed list of bets, winnings and losses and
corresponding date and time.

This Video Poker comes with Double mode (which can
be activated by the Operator), to give the players the
chance to double their winnings.
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This Video Poker
comes with
Double mode
(which can be
activated by the
Operator), to give
the players the
chance to double
their winnings.

The Saloon HD

The super sexy waitress pours rivers of whiskey to those ugly mugs
at the counter, here he comes the sheriff hunting the cruellest amongst the wanted bandits. The
player must have the guts to enter The Saloon HD and see what will happen!

This Video Poker
comes with
Double mode
(which can be
activated by the
Operator), to give
the players the
chance to double
their winnings.

Double Bonus Poker HD

Double Bonus Poker HD boasts a layout inspired
by the metropolitan hubbub while being extremely player friendly, suitable also for the less
expert players; you can play with single hand mode and thanks to the always visible paytable,
you can check your winnings in real time, any time.
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Tens Or Better HD

10’s or Better HD video poker with its well-designed, attractive
graphics, allows for qualification with double pairs of 10’s, so increasing the adrenaline and
making progress of the game even faster.

This Video Poker
comes with
Double mode
(which can be
activated by the
Operator), to give
the players the
chance to double
their winnings.

Super Las Vegas HD

What happens in Vegas, stays in Vegas people say…and
what about what happens in Super Las Vegas HD? Super Las Vegas HD is the ultimate singlehand video poker from WorldMatch: the essence of fun in a single game!
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This Video Poker
comes with
Double mode
(which can be
activated by the
Operator), to give
the players the
chance to double
their winnings.
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OCTAVIAN

Octavian Gaming is a pioneering company in the design and
implementation of game software for the gaming market, with
headquarter in Verona.
To offer the market products of excellence, the company
uses its own international teams of development that have a
ten-year programming experience with Linux and with the latest
technologies ARM risc based and x86 intel.
Its products are distributed in the world thanks to a careful
selection of strategic partners and in Italy thanks to the
collaboration with leading slot machines producers. Octavian
Gaming also develops customized projects and offers directly
technical support, to provide an efficient and timely after-sale
service.
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Octavian, Space Blast and the Octavian logo are trademarks, or registered trademarks of Octavian s.r.l.

Space Blast is a 5-reel, 3-row, 10-bet line (fixed) video slot
that takes you to exploring the deep space in search of
new galaxies.
The slot is equipped with a totally new FREE SPINS
feature, during which if symbol Wild appears on the first
reel then two other random symbols in any position on
the reels turn Wild.
Additional features, such as CASCADE, Wild and
EXPANDING WILD further enhance the gameplay.
Game features:
RL: 5x3 | BL: 10 | CWRS | FS | Wx | STS
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Space Blast

Disco Baby
Spinning disco ball with fancy light, tonight you are
not alone. Disco sweety will be here spin with you all
night. Disco Baby equipped with 5-reel,3-row and 15bet line(fixed). You will love this juicy bonus game,
expending wild can even double your credit.
Game features:
RL: 5x3 | BL: 15 | JP | FS | BG | CJ | DJ

Octavian, Disco Baby and the Octavian logo are trademarks, or registered trademarks of Octavian s.r.l.
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Sultan
Sultan, the mysterious country, has the biggest fortune
which you have never seen. Come here and take
whatever you want, you have no idea how rich you can
be. Sultan equipped with 5-reel,3-row and 10-bet line.
Scatter Wild, Bonus Mode, and Free spin so much feature
you can experience in this game.

OCTAVIAN

Game features:
RL: 5x3 | BL: 10 | JP | CJ | STKJ | FS | BG

Octavian, Sultan and the Octavian logo are trademarks, or registered trademarks of Octavian s.r.l.
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Geronimo
Geronimo is the great chief of Apache tribe, he will take
us to experience Indian culture and be with a lovely
cattle.
Geronimo equipped with 5-reel,3-row and 15-bet
line(fixed). You can pray to beautiful totem poles, they
can bring you great fortune.
Game features:
RL: 5x3 | BL: 15

|

FS

|

CJ

|

EJ

|

BG

Octavian, Geronimo and the Octavian logo are trademarks, or registered trademarks of Octavian s.r.l.
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Dragons’ Queen
Smash the mother of dragon, kill the arrogant dragons,
and walk through the white walkers. You are the only
king of the throne.
Dragons’ Queen equipped with 5-reel,3-row and 25-bet
line. Take the treasure from Dragons’ Queen, and get free
spins under the dragons’ eyes. You are the legal heir of
the Iron Throne.
Game features:
RL: 5x3
|
BL: 25

|

JP

|

FS

|

BG

Octavian, Dragons’ Queen and the Octavian logo are trademarks, or registered trademarks of Octavian s.r.l.
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Atlantis: Lost Kingdom
Take submarine to explore the world ocean. The
lost empire has beauty mermaid and secret buried
treasure. Atlantis equipped with 5-reel,3-row and 10-bet
line(fixed). When fish man takes his gun out, he will turn
some symbol into wild symbol.
Game features:
RL: 5x3 | BL: 10 | JP | FS | CWRS | Wx | STS

Octavian, Atlantis and the Octavian logo are trademarks, or registered trademarks of Octavian s.r.l.
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OCTAVIAN

Secret Of Sphinx
This could be the only chance to rob Pharaoh’s tomb. It’s
said that there’s many bonus game inside the pyramid
and hidden treasure. Secret of Sphinx equipped with
5-reel,3-row and 15-bet line(fixed). We will love this
mystery bonus game, expending wild can even double
your credit.
Game features:
RL: 5x3 | BL: 15 | JP | FS | BG | CJ | DJ

Octavian, Secret Of Sphinx and the Octavian logo are trademarks, or registered trademarks of Octavian s.r.l.
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Magic Frog
You are invite to Mr. Frog’s forest castle, Caterpillar chief
has prepared crazy bug jelly and bonus dishes. Please
come and enjoy this wonderful party! Magic Frog
equipped with 5-reel,3-row and 15-bet line(fixed). Crazy
bug jelly can become a huge jelly wild to gain more
wining chance.

Octavian, Magic Frog and the Octavian logo are trademarks, or registered trademarks of Octavian s.r.l.

Game features:
RL: 5x3 | BL: 15 | JP | CJ | EJ | FS | BG
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OCTAVIAN

Zombie Lab
Zombie apocalypse! Have no way to hide, have no way
to run. You will do anything whatever it takes to survive.
Stay in the lab surrounding by zombies, finding the
vaccines is all you want.!
Zombie Lab equipped with 5-reel,3-row and up to 50bet line(fixed). With Zombie Wild, and up to 100 times
Free Spin, winning the big prize is your only way out.
Game features:
RL: 5x3
|
BL: 50

|

JP

|

FS

|

SW

Octavian, Zombie Lab and the Octavian logo are trademarks, or registered trademarks of Octavian s.r.l.
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NAZIONALE ELETTRONICA

Since 2000 Nazionale Elettronica have been working in the
gaming industry, offering a wide range of products and services,
suitable for casino, bars, venue and arcades.
The company production deals directly with the entire production
chain from the electronic engineering to the cabinet deisgn.
Nazionale Elettronica strives to provide its customers with
exciting games and products, anytime, anywhere.
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Turn the key, fasten your seatbelt and finally spin the
wheels! Are you ready to start driving this yellow cab all
around the streets of your city?
But be very careful, when you bump into a Wild symbol
your taxi could turn the symbols that crosses into Wild.
Game features:
RL: 5x3 |
BL: 10

|

JP

|

FS

|

CW

Nazionale Elettronica, Prestige and the Nazionale Elettronica logo are trademarks, or registered trademarks of Nazionale Elettronica

Nazionale Elettronica, Driver and the Nazionale Elettronica logo are trademarks, or registered trademarks of Nazionale Elettronica
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Driver

NAZIONALE ELETTRONICA

Nazionale Elettronica, Prestige and the Nazionale Elettronica logo are trademarks, or registered trademarks of Nazionale Elettronica

Prestige
Classic slot with shining symbols. Rich bonuses in which
to choose the scatter to collect the winnings.
With every spin increase your chances of winning with
the symbol scatter which reward in any position... And
when the scatters are 5, played the bonus.
Game features:
RL: 5x3 |
BL:

5

|

JP

|

BG
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L’Arca
Weather is turning to the worst! Run sheltered in the ark,
you will encounter a world of animals waiting for their
captain ready to sail the stormy seas.
Each wave is a Spin, at each Spin try to compose the
BONUS text and make golden coins rain.
Game features:
RL: 5x3 | BL: 243

|

JP

|

FS

|

BG

Nazionale Elettronica, L’Arca and the Nazionale Elettronica logo are trademarks, or registered trademarks of Nazionale Elettronica
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NAZIONALE ELETTRONICA

Grande Joker
No time to joke when it comes to Grande Joker. We are
talking about a classical with fruits and bells which will
never let you down.
And just to add some extra flavour one extra row
which make it a 5-reel, 4-row! To further enhance your
enjoyment.
Game features:
RL: 5x4
|
BL: 5

|

JP

|

FS

| SW

Nazionale Elettronica, Grande Joker and the Nazionale Elettronica logo are trademarks, or registered trademarks of Nazionale Elettronica
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S.p.A.

Since 1994, Baldazzi Styl Art S.p.A. operates in the gaming
sector with a specific goal: total customer satisfaction, through
a complete range of gaming devices and cards that can satisfy
even the most demanding requirements of the sector.

BALDAZZI STYL ART

Thanks for the best quality-price ratio, the optimization of the
service in every phase of the production process, the enhancement
of the human resources employed within the company and,
above all, thanks to the latest generation technology.
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Baldazzi Styl Art, Il Pollaio and the Baldazzi Styl Art logo are trademarks, or registered trademarks of Baldazzi Styl Art

Il Pollaio
Despite all the legends, spending time with the Vampire
can be very funny and remunerative, especially with
Night Vampire HD, a 5-reel, 3-row Slot with bidirectional
lines and as many as 3 different Bonus Games.
Whether the player has to guess the colour of the horses
that pull the coach of the Prince of Darkness, or kill the
bats, or play the Free Spin Bonus, playing the Night
Vampire’s Bonus Games is always worth!
Game features:
RL: 5x3 |
BL: 15
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|

JP

|

BG

|

FS

BALDAZZI STYL ART

Baldazzi Styl Art, Night Vampire and the Baldazzi Styl Art logo are trademarks, or registered trademarks of Baldazzi Styl Art

Night Vampire HD
Despite all the legends, spending time with the Vampire
can be very funny and remunerative, especially with
Night Vampire HD, a 5-reel, 3-row Slot with bidirectional
lines and as many as 3 different Bonus Games.
Whether the player has to guess the colour of the horses
that pull the coach of the Prince of Darkness, or kill the
bats, or play the Free Spin Bonus, playing the Night
Vampire’s Bonus Games is always worth!
Game features:
RL: 5x3 |
BL: 15

|

JP

|

BGx3

|

FS
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Baldazzi Styl Art, Golden Game and the Baldazzi Styl Art logo are trademarks, or registered trademarks of Baldazzi Styl Art

Golden Game
Golden Game HD is a shiny golden Slot with a 5x3 reel
layout full of precious symbols that may line up to form
new winning combinations at each spin!
The Magic Number and the Mystery symbols increase
the thrill and boost the chance of winning.
In addition, Golden Game HD, comes with a new Bonus
Game that enhance the game experience and double
the fun!
Game features:
|
RL: 5x3 |
BL: 20
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|

JP

|

FS

| BG

Game features:
RL: 5x3 |
BL: 25

|

JP

|

BG

|

FS
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BALDAZZI STYL ART

The ethereal beauty of an angel, or the sexiest she-devil?
With Angeli e Demoni25 HD the players can have both
and double the fun!
This new 5-reel, 3-row Slot boasts several involving
features, Free Spin and Bonus Game that bring the game
experience to the next level.

Baldazzi Styl Art, Night Vampire and the Baldazzi Styl Art logo are trademarks, or registered trademarks of Baldazzi Styl Art

Angeli e Demoni25
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Magic Dreams brand, leader in the slot machines manufacturing,
has begun its activity into AWP market in the 90s, thought the
trading, management and rent of its products on Italian territory.
Nowadays the company is a solid presence both on AWP market.

MAGIC DREAMS

Magic Dreams offers a full service to its customers as it takes
care about the whole manufacturing process, from the project
to the real manufacture of the cabinet, from the creation of the
software to the graphics development, to assembly and test, until
the sale and customer support.
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Magic Dreams, Lady Glamour and the Magic Dreams logo are trademarks, or registered trademarks of Magic Dreams S.r.l.

Lady Glamour HD
Welcome to the cosmopolitan world of Lady Glamour
HD! This Multi-Line Slot offers the player Richness, Style,
Luxury and Elegance at the highest level. Shopping has
never been so enthralling and fun will never stop, thanks
to the colourful graphic and involving features of Lady
Glamour!
Game features:
RL: 5x3 | BL: 25
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|

JP

|

FS

|

SW

| BGx

Game features:
RL: 5x3 | BL: 50

|

JP

|

FS

|

BG

|

STJ

MAGIC DREAMS

Xcalibur HD is dedicated to the legendary land of
Camelot, where knights in shining armour used to live
to a honourable code of chivalry.
Graphics and sound effects of this slot have been cleverly
studied to recreate the feeling of the ancient medieval
world with knights fighting for their beloved king.

Magic Dreams, Xcalibur and the Magic Dreams logo are trademarks, or registered trademarks of Magic Dreams S.r.l.

Xcalibur HD
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Just Hot
Just Hot is the classic Casino game that will burn all
the expectations. Fruits, Flames, Scatter Diamonds and
Stacked Symbols attract the player who recognizes
immediately the most explosive mix of adrenaline and
gaming thrill.
Game features:
RL: 5x3
|

BL:

5

|

JP

|

SW

Magic Dreams, Just Hot and the Magic Dreams logo are trademarks, or registered trademarks of Magic Dreams S.r.l.
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100 Jewels HD
Diamonds, emeralds, rubies and all the most precious
gemstones are waiting to be collected by the players at
every spin with 100 Jewels HD, a new and above all very
shiny Multi-line Slot.
A classical theme that has been revisited in a very simple
but effective style, with high definition graphics and
sparkly effects that enrich game experience.
|

JP

|

FS

| SW

Magic Dreams, 100Jewels and the Magic Dreams logo are trademarks, or registered trademarks of Magic Dreams S.r.l.

MAGIC DREAMS

Game features:
RL: 5x4
|
BL: 100
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